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ABSTRACT
Variability inherently exists in databases in various contexts
which creates database variants. For example, variants of
a database could have different schemas/content (database
evolution problem), variants of a database could root from
different sources (data integration problem), variants of a
database could be deployed differently for specific appli-
cation domain (deploying a database for different config-
urations of a software system), etc. Unfortunately, while
there are specific solutions to each of the problems arising
in these contexts, there is no general solution that accounts
for variability in databases and addresses managing vari-
ability within a database. In this paper, we formally define
variational databases (VDBs) and statically-typed variational
relational algebra (VRA) to query VDBs—both database and
queries explicitly account for variation. We also design and
implement variational databasemanagement system (VDBMS)
to run variational queries over a VDB effectively and effi-
ciently. To assess this, we generate two VDBs from real-world
databases in the context of software development and data-
base evolution with a set of experimental queries for each.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data and variants of data are abundant. Having variants
of data is unavoidable, it needs to be maintained, and it
appears inmultiple context.While there are solutions dealing
with variants of data in specific contexts, there is no general
solution to the problem of accounting for variability in data.
In this section, we focus on variability in relational databases
in different contexts that already exists in the field, current
solutions that address them, and their shortcomings.
Context 1: schema evolution. One way that data vari-
ants arise is when a database schema evolves over time—
an unpredictable and inevitable occurrence which is inde-
pendent from how good or bad the initial schema has been
designed [12]. Although, there are guidelines that direct data-
base administrators (DBAs) to design schemas that do not
rapidly decay over time, in practice, there is still no way to
avoid the change due to business circumstances, mergers
and acquisitions, and new applications for the same data [12].
Every time the database evolves, a new “variant” is created.
Current solutions addressing schema evolution require
DBAs to design a unified schema, map old schema to the
unified one, and migrate the database to keep the old variants
of database [11]. They also require DBAs (and/or application
developers) to rewrite queries which were based on the pre-
vious schema. These approaches have multiple limitations:
1) they are time-consuming, error-prone, and burdensome
tasks for DBAs and developers and 2) users cannot access
any of the old variants even if they desire. Some of the recent
solutions address these issues to some extent, but induce
other limitations on the problem, explored more in § 2.
Context 2: data integration. Another kind of common
variation in data arises from the integration of multiple dif-
ferent data sources into a single database, i.e., data inte-
gration [6]. Each data source is a data variant. Assuming
that all sources have the same format (e.g., they are all re-
lational databases), they still could differ in details such as
their schema.
Existing solutions for integrating all variants requires the
capability to adjust all databases to a unified database. For
example, in the case of relational databases, we need to map
all schemas to a unified schema [6]. Here, the variants of
data come from different sources that need to be combined
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systematically. The problem with unifying all the variants
into a unified database is that queries cannot specify a unique
source to inquire information from, the same problem ap-
peares in schema evolution. Furthermore, in this context, a
user’s inquiry result is collected from all variants and pre-
sented to the user. Unfortunately, there is no way for the
user to identify which variant a specific piece of result (e.g.,
a tuple in the case of relational databases) belongs to, i.e.,
data integration systems lose data provenance [6].
Context 3: Software Product Lines. Additionally, data
variants arises as the artifact of software development, evolu-
tion, and maintenance, especially in the context of software
product line (SPL). SPL is an approach to developing and
maintaining software-intensive systems in a cost-effective,
easy to maintain manner. The products of a SPL pertain to
a common application domain or business goal. They also
have a common managed set of features that describe the
specific need for a product. They share a common codebase
which is used to produce a product with respect to its set of
selected (enabled) features [1]. Different products of a SPL
typically have different sets of features or are tailored to run
in different environments. These differences impose different
data requirements. For example, different legal requirements
often require tracking different data in products tailored for
use in different countries or regions.
In practice, software systems produced by a SPL are ac-
commodated with a database that has all attributes and tables
available in all variants– a global database [3]. Unfortunately,
this approach is inefficient, error-prone, and filled with lots
of null values since not all attributes and tables are valid for
all variant products.
As shown thus far, variability in databases is abundant,
inevitable, inexorable, and impacts DBAs, data scientists, and
developers significantly. Various research addresses instances
of introduction/existence of variability into/in a database
such as schema evolution, although these customized so-
lutions have some shortcomings within and beyond their
own context. Current approaches are limited because they
dismiss that: the problem at hand is essentially an instance of
introduction/existence of variability into/in a database.
To solve this problem, we need to resolve the challenge
of how to incorporate variability in databases to allow for
expressive and efficient queries that satisfy the general needs
of different contexts where variability appears? Our contri-
butions in this paper address this challenge:
• We provide a framework to capture variability within
a database using propositional formulas over sets of
features, called feature expressions, following [2].
• We incorporate feature expressions into both the con-
tent (tuples) and structure (schema) of the database,
introducing variational schemas, § 4.1, and variational
tables, § 4.2, and together VDBs, § 4.
• To express user information needs we define a domain-
specific language which is a combination of relational
algebra and choice calculus [7, 14], § 5.1, that allows
users to query a VDB by a variational query (v-query),
§ 5.
• We define a static type system for our language, § 5.2,
along with rules to minimize variation within a v-
query, § 5.3.
• To efficiently query a variational database and receive
effective clear results we introduce Variational Data-
base Management System (VDBMS), § 6.
To evaluate VDBMS, we adopt two real-world databases
(employee database1 and Enron email data corpus2) from two
different contexts (schema evolution and SPL), generate their
counterpart VDBs (based on the changes applied to them),
assess the performance of VDBMS using a set of reasonable
queries within each context, and finally analyze and discuss
the results, § 7.
2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Encoding variability into databases is more critical when
multiple contexts meet. An existing example of this is when
the evolution of a SPL results in its database schema evolu-
tion [9]. Database evolution within a SPL happens at two
stages: 1) component evolution: developers update, refactor,
improve, and components resulting in potentially changing
the data model, i.e., the database schema, and 2) product evo-
lution: clients want to add/remove a feature or component
which potentially propagates to database evolution [4, 9].
Products of a SPL require different variants of a database
to store their information, if any, since each product desires
to store some specific information that others may not care
about. These database variants differ mainly in their schema,
a relation/attribute can either be included or excluded for a
specific software product and the feature set for a product
determines which relations and attributes to include in its
database, i.e., the features dictate the database schema [3]. In
practice, SPLs use a unified schema for all database variants—
an error-prone approach resulting in lots of null values for
attributes that do not exists in a database variant.
We illustrate an example of database schema evolution
within a SPL in an employee database. We use parts of this
example as our running example throughout the paper.3 Ta-
ble 1 outlines schema variations of our example. The schema
consists of two sub-schemas, the left one (the second col-
umn from left) stores employees information and the right
1https://github.com/datacharmer/test_db
2http://www.ahschulz.de/enron-email-data/
3The example is borrowed from [11] with some adaptation and addition.
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Table 1: Schema evolution of an employee database for a SPL. A feature (a boolean variable) represents an optional
inclusion of a schema or elements of a schema. The dash-underlined attributes in left schema column only exist
when the education feature of SPL is enabled. This table represents 1056 possible schema variants (25 schema
variants when edu is disabled in addition to 25 × 25 when edu is enabled).
Temporal SPL Features Temporal
Features edu ∨ ¬edu ≡ true edu Features
V1
engineerpersonnel (empno, name, hiredate,title,deptname) course (coursename, teacherno)
T1otherpersonnel (empno, name, hiredate, deptname) student (studentno, coursename)
job (title, salary)
V2
empacct (empno, name, hiredate, title, deptname) course (courseno, coursename, teacherno)
T2job (title, salary) student (studentno, courseno)
V3
empacct (empno, name, hiredate, title, deptno) course (courseno, coursename)
T3
job (title, salary) teach (teacherno, courseno)
dept (deptname, deptno, managerno) student (studentno, courseno, grade)
empbio (empno, sex, birthdate)
V4
empacct (empno, hiredate, title, deptno, std, instr) ecourse (courseno, coursename)
T4
job (title, salary) course (courseno, coursename, time, class)
dept (deptname, deptno, managerno) teach (teacherno, courseno)
empbio (empno, sex, birthdate, name) student (studentno, courseno, grade)
V5
empacct (empno, hiredate, title, deptno, std, instr , salary) ecourse (courseno, coursename, deptno)
T5
dept (deptname, deptno, managerno, stdnum, instrnum) course (courseno, coursename, time, class, deptno)
empbio (empno, sex, birthdate, firstname, lastname) teach (teacherno, courseno)
take (studentno, courseno, grade)
one stores education-related information of employees while
they are working at the company. It has three dimensions of
variability. The horizontal axis accounts for SPL features—
for brevity, we consider an SPL that has only one feature:
edu, if the edu feature is enabled the database schema in-
cludes the education sub-schema in addition to the employee
sub-schema, otherwise it only consists of the employee sub-
schema. The vertical axes on the left and right account for
the other two dimensions, representing temporal changes
to the employee and education sub-schemas, respectively.
The sub-schemas evolve over time due to business require-
ments [11], potentially with different paces which requires
two different dimensions of variability to capture each of
them individually. We use temporal features to refer to each
time a schema evolves. Enabling a temporal feature indi-
cates that its corresponding database variants include the
sub-schema associated with the feature. E.g., if V1 is enabled
the schema includes engineerpersonnel, otherpersonnel, and
job.
We describe the schema variations shown in Table 1 w.r.t.
SPL component evolution (when developers introduce new
changes). The database initially has three tables for all SPL
products: engineerpersonnel, otherpersonnel, and job. In ad-
dition to these it has two tables course and student for SPL
products providing education. Note that teachers and stu-
dents are both assumed to be employees.
To uniformly manage employee information, in variants
of V2, SPL developers decide to combine engineerpersonnel
and otherpersonnel into one table empacct. At the same time,
in variants ofT2, due to increase in number of courses offered
the courseno attribute is added to course table.
As companies grow, in temporal variants of V3, the dept
and empbio tables are added. Similarly for variants of T3,
the teach table is added in addition to the grade attribute in
the student table to account for employees attempt to better
themselves.
Within V4 schema variants, the name attribute is moved
from the empacct table to the empbio table. Also, due to
an increase of the number of employees who take courses,
attributes std and instr are added to empacct to account for an
employee being a student and/or teacher, respectively. Note
that these attributes only exists in a schema if the company
offers education to its employees. In temporal variants of T4,
due to the high requests of employees, e-courses are offered,
hence, the ecourse table is added. Note that we could have
a different design and consider offering e-courses as a SPL
feature.
Eventually, to motivate employees the companies of tem-
poral variantsV5 consider salary dependent on the employee
and not the title. Hence, the salary attribute is added to the
empacct table and the job table is dropped. To access statistics
of departments for educational purpose, attributes stdnum
and instrnum are added to dept relation when edu is enabled.
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Additionally, the first name and last name of employees is
stored separately and the student table is renamed to take.
The schema also evolves due to product evolution, i.e., a
client requests a new version. For example, consider a client
that previously has requested software with database variant
associated with V5. Now the client decides to educate its
employees. Hence, the SPL developers need to reconfigure
the product for such a client to meet their needs. The schema
evolution described above also captures product evolution.
As mentioned earlier, existing solutions burden DBAs
heavily by requiring them to define a unified schema, map
old schemas to the unified one, migrate the data, and rewrite
queries [5]. Some approaches automate schema mapping
when the schema evolves to migrate the data, however, they
still require the DBA to rewrite queries [13, 16]. Other solu-
tions, keep some sort of history of database evolution and
either allow the user to specify the version of the database
their query is written again and generate queries for all
other versions [11]. The specific problem of schema evolu-
tion when a SPL evolves is addressed by designing a new
domain-specific language so that SPL developers can write
scripts of the schema changes [9], which still requires a
great effort by DBAs and SPL developers. This amount of
work grows exponentially as the number of potential vari-
ants grow, which in our example depends on the temporal
changes and SPL features. As a reminder, a SPL usually has
hundreds of features [10]. As the SPL and its database evolve,
manually managing the variants becomes impossible.
Although current approaches address variability in spe-
cific applications and they provide interesting efficient so-
lutions, they are tailored to the underlying application and
thus fail to address the more general problem. This results in
a pressing need of incorporating variability within databases
in a flexible manner that can be applied in various context
which we address by introducing variational databases and
VDBMS to interact with them.
3 PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce concepts and notations that we
use throughout the paper. Table 2 provides a short overview
and is meant as an aid to find definitions faster. Throughout
the paper, we discuss relational concepts and their variational
counterparts. For clarity, when we need to emphasize an
entity is not variational we underline it, e.g., x is a non-
variational entity while x is its potentially counterpart.
3.1 Relational Databases
A relational database D stores information in a structured
manner by forcing data to conform to a schema S that is a
finite set {s1, . . . , sn} of relation schemas. A relation schema
is defined as s = r
(
a1, . . . ,ak
)
where each ai is an attribute
Table 2: Introduced notations and terminologies with
their corresponding section(s).
Name Notation §
Feature f
§ 3.2
Feature expression e
Annotated element x by e xe
Configuration c
True feature set of c etc
Evaluation of e under c EJeKc
Presence condition of entity x pc (x)
Optional attribute a
§ 4.1Variational attribute set AVariational relation schema s
Variational schema S
Variational tuple u
§ 4.2Variational relation content U
Variational table t= (s ,U )
Choice e ⟨x ,y⟩
§ 5.1Variational condition θ
Variational query q
Configure query q with configuration c QJqKc § 5.1.1Group query q Q (q)
of the relation r . The function rel
(
a
)
returns the relation
of an attribute. The function type
(
a
)
returns the type of
attribute a.
The content of database D is stored in the form of tuples.
A tuple u is a mapping between a list of relation schema
attributes and their values, i.e., u =
(
v1, . . . ,vk
)
for the rela-
tion schema r
(
a1, . . . ,ak
)
. Hence a relation content, U , is a
set of tuples {u1, . . . ,um}. The function att
(
v
)
returns the
attribute of a value. A table t is a pair of relation content and
relation schema. A database instance, I, of the database D
with the schema S , is a set of relation contents {U 1, . . . ,U n}
corresponding to a set of relation schemas {s1, . . . , sn} de-
fined in S . For brevity, when it is clear from the context we
refer to a database instance by database.
3.2 Encoding Variability
The first challenge of incorporating variability into a data-
base is to represent variability. To represent variability we
require a set of features, denoted by F, appropriate for the
context that the database is used for. For example, for the
context of schema evolution, features can be generated from
version numbers (e.g., features V1 to V5 and T1 to T5 in the
motivating example, Table 1); for SPLs, the features can be
adopted from the SPL feature set (e.g.: the edu feature in our
motivating example, Table 1); and for data integration, the
features can demonstrate resources. For simplicity and with-
out loss of generality, features are assumed to be boolean
, Conference’17, July 2017, Washington, DC, USA
variables, although, it is easy to extend them to multi-valued
variables.
Assuming that all the features by default are set to false,
enabling some of them specifies a variant. Hence, to specify
a variant we define a function, called a configuration, that
maps every feature in the feature set to a boolean value. By
definition, a configuration is a total function, i.e., it includes
all features defined in the feature set. For brevity, we repre-
sent a configuration c with a set of enabled features which
represents a variant. E.g., the configuration {V2,T3, edu} rep-
resents a database variant with employee sub-schema associ-
ated with V2 and education sub-schema associated with T3in
Table 1.
Having defined a set of features, we also need to incor-
porate them into the database. To represent features in the
database, we construct propositional formulas of features
(which are basically boolean variables), describing the con-
dition (circumstance) where one or more variant are valid,
i.e., assigning features to their values defined in variant’s
configuration and evaluating the propositional formula re-
sults in true. For example, the propositional formula ¬edu
represents all variants of our motivating example that do not
have the education part of the schema, i.e., variant schemas
of the left schema column.
We call propositional formula of features feature expression
and define it formally in Figure 1. We define the syntax of
feature expressions in Figure 1. Feature expression semantics,
denoted by EJeKc : E → C → B, evaluates feature expres-
sion e under configuration c , also called configuration of fea-
ture expression e under c . For example, EJA ∨ BK{A} = true
Figure 1 defines the syntax and equivalence of two feature
expressions. However, we define the evaluation of feature ex-
pressions and functions over them in Appendix A. We define
two functions over feature expressions, as shown in Figure 1:
1) satisfiability: feature expression e is satisfiable if there ex-
ists configuration c s.t. EJeKc= true and 2) tautology: feature
expression e is a tautology if for all valid configurations we
have: EJeKc= true.
To incorporate feature expressions into the database, we
annotate/tag database elements (including attributes, rela-
tions, and tuples) with feature expressions. An annotated
element x with feature expression e is denoted by xe where
conceptually, feature expression e represents a group of con-
figuration where their variants contain element x . The fea-
ture expression attached to an element is called a presence
condition since it determines the condition under which the
element is valid. The function pc (x) returns the presence
condition of the element x . For example, the annotated num-
ber 2A indicates that the number 2 is valid only when feature
A is enabled. Here, pc (2) = A.
No matter the context, features often times have a rela-
tionship with each other that constrains configurations. For
Feature expression generic object:
f ∈ F Feature Name
Feature expression syntax:
b ∈ B F true | false Boolean Value
e ∈ E F b | f | ¬f | e ∧ e | e ∨ e Feature Expression
c ∈ C = F → B Configuration
Feature expression equivalence:
e1 ≡ e2 iff ∀c ∈ C : EJe1Kc = EJe2Kc
Figure 1: Feature expression syntax and equivalence.
example, only one of the temporal features of V1– V5 can be
true for a given variant. This relationship can easily be cap-
tured by a feature expression, called a feature model, which
restricts the set of valid configurations, i.e., if configuration
c violates the relationship then evaluating the feature model
m under this configuration evaluates to false: EJmKc= false.
For example, the restriction that at a given time only one em-
ployee schema is valid is represented by the feature expres-
sion: (V1 ∧ ¬ (V2 ∨ . . . ∨V5))∨ (V2 ∧ ¬ (V1 ∨V3 ∨V4 ∨V5))∨
. . .∨(V5 ∧ ¬ (V1 ∨ . . . ∨V4)). Note that this is not the feature
model for the entire motivating example.
3.3 Variational Set
A variational set (v-set) X = {x1e1 , . . . ,xnen } is a set of anno-
tated elements where the presence condition of elements is
satisfiable [2, 8, 15]. Conceptually, a variational set represents
many different plain sets that can be generated by enabling
or disabling features and including only the elements whose
feature expressions evaluate to true, i.e., a variational set
is a function from a configuration of its features to the cor-
responding plain set. A plain set is denoted by X while a
variational set of non-variational elements is denoted by ÜX .
We typically omit the feature expression true in a variational
set, e.g., the v-set {2f1 , 3f2 , 4} represents four plain sets under
different configurations: {2, 3, 4} when f1 and f2 are enabled,
{2, 4} when f1 is enable but f2 is disabled, {3, 4} when f2 is
enabled but f1 is disabled, and {4} when both f1 and f2 are
disabled.
A variational set itself can also be annotated with a feature
expression. An annotated variational set X e = {x1e1 , . . . ,xnen }e
is a v-set that it is annotated itself by a feature expression
e . In essence, annotating a v-set with the feature expres-
sion e restricts the condition under which its elements are
valid, i.e., it forces elements’ presence conditions to be more
specific. This restriction can be captured by the property:
{x1e1 , . . . ,xnen }e ≡ {x1e1∧e , . . . ,xnen∧e }. For example, the
annotated variational set {2f1 , 3¬f2 , 4, 5f3 }f1∧f2 indicates that
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all the elements of the set can only exists when both f1 and f2
are enabled. Thus, it is equivalent to {2f1∧f2 , 4f1∧f2 , 5f1∧f2∧f3 }.
The element 3 is dropped from the set since its presence
condition is unsatisfiable, i.e., ¬sat (¬f2 ∧ (f1 ∧ f2)).
We provide operation definitions over v-sets. These oper-
ations are vastly used in § 5.2.
Definition 3.1 (V-set union). The union of two v-sets is
the union of their elements with the disjunction of pres-
ence conditions if an element exists in both v-sets: X1 ∪
X2 = {xe1 | xe1 ∈ X1,xe2 < X2} ∪ {xe2 | xe2 ∈ X2,xe1 <
X1} ∪ {xe1∨e2 | xe1 ∈ X1,xe2 ∈ X2}. E.g., {2, 3e1 , 4e1 } ∪
{3e2 , 4¬e1 } = {2, 3e1∨e2 , 4}.
Definition 3.2 (V-set intersection). The intersection of two
v-sets is a v-set of their shared elements annotated with
the conjunction of their presence conditions, i.e., X1 ∩ X2 =
{xe1∧e2 | xe1 ∈ X1,xe2 ∈ X2, sat (e1 ∧ e2)}. E.g., {2, 3f1 , 4¬f2 }∩
{2, 3, 4, 5}f2 = {2f2 , 3f1∧f2 }.
Definition 3.3 (V-set equivalence). Two v-sets are equiva-
lent, denoted by X1 ≡ X2, iff ∀xe1 ∈ (X1∪X2).xe1 ∈ X1,xe2 ∈
X2, e1 ≡ e2, i.e., they both cover the same set of elements and
the presence conditions of elements from the two v-sets are
equivalent.
Definition 3.4 (V-set subsumption). The v-set X1 subsumes
the v-set X2, X2 ≺ X1, iff ∀xe2 ∈ X2.xe1 ∈ X1, sat (e1 ∧ e2),
i.e., all elements in X2 also exist in X1 and s.t. the element
is valid in a shared configuration between the v-sets. E.g.,
{2, 3}f1 ≺ {2, 3f1∨f2 , 4}, however, {2, 3}f1 ⊀ {2, 3¬f1∧f2 } and
{2f1 , 3f1 , 4} ⊀ {2, 3f1∧f2 }.
4 VARIATIONAL DATABASE
A Variational Database (VDB) is intuitively meaningful when
a set of database instances with variations in the schema
and/or content exists and a user’s information need requires
accessing some or all of them simultaneously. To incorporate
variability within a database, we annotate elements with
feature expressions, as introduced in § 3.2. We use annotated
elements at two levels of a database: 1) schema, within a
schema we allow attributes and relations to be valid condi-
tionally based on the feature expression assigned to them,
explicated in § 4.1 and 2) content, we annotate each tuple
with a feature expression, indicating when the tuple is valid,
elucidated in § 4.2. We also annotate the entire schema and
table with a feature expression, resulting in a hierarchal
structure of feature expressions, explored in § 4.1 and § 4.2.
4.1 Variational Schema
Variability can exist in the structure of data, i.e., the schema.
As motivated in § 2, schema variations include/exclude a/an
relation/attribute. We annotate attributes, relations, and the
schema itself with feature expressions, making them exist
variationally (conditionally). A variational schema (v-schema)
is an annotated set of variational relation schemas: S ∈ S F
{s1, . . . , sn}m . The presence condition of variational schema,
m, determines all valid configurations for schema variants,
however, it also captures the relationship between features of
the underlying application and their constraints, as explained
in § 3.2 and introduced as the VDB feature model. Hence,
the v-schema defines all valid schema variants of a VDB.
A variational relation (v-relation) schema, s , is a relation
name accompanied with an annotated variational attribute
set: s ∈ S F r (A)e . The presence condition of the relation
schema, e , determines the set of all possible relation schema
variants for relation r . A variational attribute set, A, is a
variational set of attributes, i.e., A ∈ A F ae ,A | ε , where
ε denotes an empty attribute. Example 4.1 illustrates creating
a v-schema.
Example 4.1. The v-schema of a VDB including only re-
lations empacct and ecourse in the last two rows of Table 1,
where valid features are V4, V5, edu, T4, T5, is:
S1 = {empacct(empno, hiredate, title, deptno, salaryV5 ,
stdedu, instredu)V4∨V5
ecourse(courseno, coursename, deptnoT5 )T4∨T5 }mi
where the feature modelmi depends on whether the user
wants to allow only one temporal feature for each schema
column be enabled at a given time, m1, or any number of
them,m2. Hence, the feature model can capture exactly the
user need and how they want to encode variability within
their DB.
m1 = (¬edu ∧ ((V4 ∧ ¬V5) ∨V5 ∧ ¬V4))
∨ (edu ∧ ((V4 ∧ ¬V5) ∨V5 ∧ ¬V4) ∧ ((T4 ∧ ¬T5) ∨ (T5 ∧T4)))
m2 = (¬edu ∧ (V4 ∨V5)) ∨ (edu ∧ (T4 ∨T5) ∧ (V4 ∨V5))
When the feature model is set tom2, the presented v-schema
is compactly representing 20 schema variants, including four
schema variants when edu is disabled and 16 schema variants
when edu is enabled.
Hierarchal structure of feature expressions in a v-
schema: Since a v-schema is an annotated variational set,
it follows the properties of variational set stated in § 3.3
Thus, the feature model (the v-schema presence condition)
is enforced to all v-relations and the presence condition of a
relation is enforced to all its attributes. This means the real
feature expression of an attribute is the conjunction of its
presence condition with its relation presence condition and
feature model. Similarly, the real feature expression of a rela-
tion is its presence condition conjuncted with feature model.
In other words, the annotated attribute ae of v-relation r
with er = pc (r ) defined in the v-schema S with feature model
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m is valid if: sat (e ∧ er ∧m). For example, the std attribute
described in Example 4.1 is only valid if its presence condi-
tion is satisfiable, i.e., sat (edu ∧ (V4 ∨V5) ∧m) = true.
4.1.1 Configuring a V-Schema. In essence, a v-schema is a
systematic and compact representation of all schema vari-
ants of the underlying application of interest, e.g., SPL, that
encodes the variability effectively inside the database schema
by means of feature-related information (feature expres-
sions). As a result, it relieves the need to define an inter-
mediate schema and state mappings between it and source
schemas, like the approach that data integration systems
employ. However, the user can still obtain the specific pure
relational schema for a database variant by configuring the
v-schema with variant’s configuration. We formally define
the configuration function for v-schemas and its elements
in Figure 10. For example, consider the v-schema given in
Example 4.1. Configuring the variational attribute set of the
empacct relation for the variant {V5}, i.e.,AJempno, hiredate, title, deptnoK{V5 } ,
is the relational attribute set of {empno, hiredate, title, deptno}.
4.2 Variational Table
Variability can also exist in database content, i.e., tuples.
To account for content variability, we tag tuples with pres-
ence conditions and in order to store it we move it into
the attribute set of a relation, resulting in variational tables
(v-tables). To avoid overcrowding the database with feature
expressions we only annotate tuples and not every single cell.
This is feasible because we take advantage of the v-relation
schema already assigned to a relation to ensure the value of
a cell is valid, i.e., every cell has three presence conditions:
1) its attribute’s presence condition, 2) its tuple’s presence
condition, and 3) the relation’s presence condition. The con-
junction of these three feature expressions must evaluate
under a configuration for the cell value to be valid.
Definition 4.2 (Variational table). A variational table (v-
table), t , of relation s = r
(
a1, . . . ,ak
)
has the v-relation
schema: s = r (a1e1 , . . . ,ak ek ,pc)e . A variational tuple (v-
tuple) is a mapping between a list of v-relation schema at-
tributes, including the presence condition attribute, and their
values, i.e., t = (v1, . . . ,vk , et ). Hence, a variational relation
content, U , is a set of v-tuplesU ∈ R F {u1, . . . ,un}. The v-
table t is the pair of its relation schema s and contentU . Note
that the valuevi is valid and present iff sat (ei ∧ eu ∧ e ∧m) =
true, where as a reminder, ei = pc (att (v)), eu = pc (u), e=
pc (r ), andm is the feature model.
Definition 4.3 (VDB instance). A variational database in-
stance,I, of VDBD, is an annotated variational set of v-tables
where the feature model of D, i.e.,m, is the VDB instance’s
presence condition: I ∈ I F {U1, . . . ,Ul }m .
Similar to v-schema, a user can choose to configure a v-
table or a VDB for a specific variant, elucidated in § 6.1.
5 VARIATIONAL QUERY
To express variability in queries, we utilize choice calculus
to represent variability and incorporate it into a structured
query language. We formally define variational relational al-
gebra (VRA), § 5.1, as our algebraic query language. A query
written in VRA is called a variational query (v-query), when
it is clear from the context we use query and v-query in-
terchangeably. V-query typically conveys the same intent
over several relational database variants, however, it is also
capable of capturing different intents over database variants.
Consequently, the expressiveness of v-queries may cause
them to be more complicated than relational queries, dis-
cussed in § 5.2. Hence, we introduce a type system for VRA
that statically checks if a v-query conforms to the underlying
v-schema and encoded variability within the VDB. Finally,
we close out this section by providing a set of rules in § 5.3
for reducing a query’s variability.
5.1 Variational Relational Algebra
Considering the variational nature of a VDB, to satisfy a
user’s information need when extracting information from a
VDB, we need a query language that not only considers the
structure of relational databases (such as SQL and relational
algebra (RA)) but also accounts for the variability encoded
in the VDB. We achieve this by: 1) picking relational algebra
as our main query language and 2) using choices [7, 14] and
presence conditions to account for variability.
A choice e ⟨x ,y⟩ consists of a feature expression, e , and two
alternatives x and y. For a given configuration c , the choice
e ⟨x ,y⟩ can be replaced with x if e evaluates to true under
configuration c , (i.e., EJeKc= true), ory otherwise. In essence,
choices allow v-queries (and its parts) to capture/encode
variation in a structured and systematic manner.
The syntax of variational relational algebra (VRA) is given
in Figure 2. The selection is adjusted to take a variational
condition (i.e., a relational condition extended with choices).
For example, the query σe ⟨a1=a2,a1=a3 ⟩r selects two groups
of tuples: 1) tuples that satisfy conditions a1 = a2 and e
and 2) tuples that satisfy a1 = a3 and ¬e . A join of queries
also takes a variational condition. The projection takes a
variational set of attributes, e.g., the query πa1,a2e r projects
a1 unconditionally and a2 only when e is satisfied. VRA
allows for a choice of two v-queries. This demands an empty
query since an alternative of a choice can very well inquire
no information at all. The rest of VRA’s operations are the
same as RA.
Expressiveness of VRA:VRA consists of all operators of
RA in addition to some extra ones, i.e., VRA is a conservative
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Variational conditions:
θ ∈ Θ F b | a • k | a • a | ¬θ | θ ∨ θ
| θ ∧ θ | e ⟨θ ,θ⟩
Variational relational algebra syntax:
q ∈ Q F r Variational Relation
| σθq Variational Selection
| πAq Variational Projection
| e ⟨q,q⟩ Variational Expression Choices
| q Zθ q Variational Join
| q × q Variational Cartesian Product
| q ◦ q Variational Set Operation
| ε Empty Relation
Figure 2: Variational relational algebra definitions. ◦
denotes set operators: union and difference.
extension of RA. Hence, VRA is more expressive than RA due
to its variational nature. This variational nature allows users
to write interesting queries: 1) to express their exact informa-
tion need they can use annotations or choices, Example 5.1,
2) to express the same intent over several database variants
they can use choices in queries or conditions, Example 5.2,
and 3) they can also use choices to express different intents
over database variants.
Example 5.1. Assume we have a VDB that includes fea-
tures V3, V4, and V5 with the empbio table given in Table 1.
The v-schema of such a VDB is:
S2 = {empbio(empno, sex, birthdate, nameV4 ,firstnameV5 ,
lastnameV5 )}V3∨V4∨V5 .
The user wants to get employees ID numbers and names
for variants V4 and V5. The user needs to project the name
attribute for variantV4, the firstname and lastname attributes
for variant V5, and empno attribute for both variants. Hence,
we have the v-query:
q1 = πempno¬V3,nameV4,firstnameV5, lastnameV5 empbio.
The query can be simplified to q2 since feature expressions
assigned to projected attributes in q1 conform to attributes
presence conditions in v-schema S2 except for empno¬V3 :
q2 = πempno¬V3,name,firstname, lastnameempbio .
Hence, the user does not have to repeat the variability en-
coded in the VDB in their query again. We discuss this more
in § 5.2 and Example 5.4.
Example 5.2. If the user desires to get all employee names,
i.e., for all temporal variantsV1–V5, of our motivating exam-
ple they can query:
q3 = V1⟨πnameengineerpersonnel ∪ πnameotherpersonnel,V2 ∨
V3⟨πnameempacct,V4∨V5⟨πname,firstname, lastnameempbio, ε⟩⟩⟩. The
v-schema enforces that if the first three variants are not en-
abled one of the last two are. Hence, we can simplify q3 to:
q4 = V1⟨πnameengineerpersonnel ∪ πnameotherpersonnel,V2 ∨
V3⟨πnameempacct,πname,firstname, lastnameempbio⟩⟩. Expressing
the same intent over several instances by a single query re-
lieves the DBA from rewriting a query multiple time based
on the schema of the underlying variant.
Running a v-query on a VDB results in a v-table: A
v-query systematically represents a set of query variants
written for their corresponding database variants. Hence,
intuitively the user expects to get such variability in their
result as well. A v-table captures the result of a v-query
over a VDB. Its relation schema determines the structure of
the table and the condition under which they are valid and
present (i.e., when their presence condition is satisfiable). It
captures the variability enforced by the query in both the
relation schema of the v-table and its content. Additionally,
the presence condition of tuples track the variants where
they are present, i.e., they do not lose the meta-information
of what variant a tuple belongs to (data provenance). Note
that the presence condition of tuples, attributes, and the
return relation is restricted due to the variability enforced by
the query. For example, assume the tuple (1, 2, e1) belongs
to v-relation r (a1,a2). The query πa1e r returns a v-table that
consists of variational attribute set a1e and it includes the
tuple (1, e1 ∧ e). The e1 part of tuple’s presence condition
states the origin of the tuple while the e part describes the
restriction of the query applied to the tuple.
Renaming of queries and attributes: In our implemen-
tation, VRA also allows for renaming of attributes and queries
similar to relational algebra. However, to avoid unnecessary
complexity we omit it from the formal definition in Figure 2.
5.1.1 VRA Semantics. To define VRA semantics we can map
a v-query to a pure relational query to re-use RA’s semantics.
However, to avoid losing information, i.e., the variability en-
coded in the v-query which does not exist in RA queries, we
need to determine the variant under which such a mapping
is valid. Hence, we introduce two semantic functions that
relate a v-query to a relational query.
Configuring a v-query: maps a v-query under a given
configuration to a relational query, denoted by QJ.Kc and
defined in Figure 3. Hence, configuring a v-query for all
valid configurations, accessible from VDB’s feature model,
provides the complete meaning of a v-query in terms of RA
semantics.
Example 5.3. Assume the underlying VDB has true feature
model and the v-relation r
(
a1
f1 ,a2,a3
) f1∨f2 and only two fea-
tures f1 and f2. The v-queryq5 = πa1,a2f1∧f2,a3f2 r is configured
to the following relational queries: QJq5K{f1 } = QJq5K{ } =
πa1r , QJq5K{f2 } = πa1,a3r , QJq5K{f1,f2 } = πa1,a2,a3r .
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QJ.K : Q → C → Q
QJrKc = RJrKc = r
QJσθqKc = σCJθKcQJqKc
QJπAqKc = πAJAKcQJqKc
QJq1 × q2Kc = QJq1Kc × QJq2Kc
QJq1 Zθ q2Kc = QJq1Kc ZCJθKc QJq2Kc
QJe ⟨q1,q2⟩Kc = {QJq1Kc , if EJeKc = true
QJq2Kc , otherwise
QJq1 ◦ q2Kc = QJq1Kc ◦ QJq2Kc
Figure 3: Configuration of VRA which assumes that
the given v-query is well-typed. RJ.Kc , CJ.Kc , and AJ.Kc
are configuration of v-relation, v-condition, and vari-
ational attribute set, respectively, defined in Figure 10,
Figure 9, Figure 10.
Grouping a v-query : maps a v-query to a set of rela-
tional queries annotated with feature expressions, denoted
by Q (.) and defined in Figure 4. The presence condition
of relational queries indicate the group of configurations
where the mapping holds. In essence, grouping of v-query
q groups together all configurations with the same rela-
tional query produced from configuring q. Hence, the gen-
erated set of relational queries from grouping a v-query
contains distinct (unique) queries. For example, consider
the query q5 in Example 5.3. Grouping q5 results in the set:
{
(
πa1,a2,a3r
) f1∧f2
,
(
πa1,a3r
)¬f1∧f2
,
(
πa1r
) (f1∧¬f2)∨(¬f1∧¬f2)}.
5.2 Well-Typed (Valid) V-Query
To prevent running v-queries that have some sort of error
we implement a static type system for VRA. The type sys-
tem ensures queries are well-typed, i.e., they conform to the
underlying v-schema both w.r.t. traditional structure of the
database and the variability encoded in the database. For
example, while projecting an annotated attribute ae from
a v-relation r not only the attribute must belong to the v-
relation, i.e., r (ae1 ,A)er , but the feature expression e ∧er ∧e1
must also be satisfiable, i.e., the attribute a must be present
in the relation r under the condition imposed by the query
and the v-schema. The type system is designed s.t. it relieves
the user from necessarily incorporating the v-schema vari-
ability into their queries as long as the v-queries variability
does not violate the v-schema, i.e., the variability encoded
in v-queries can be more restrictive or more loose than v-
schema variability without violating them. This is illustrated
in Example 5.1 and is explored more in Example 5.4.
Q (.) : Q → ÜQ
Q (r ) = rtrue
Q (σθq) = {
(
σθq
)e∧eθ | qe ∈ Q (q) ,θ eθ ∈ C (θ )}
Q (πAq) = {
(
πAq
)e∧eA | qe ∈ Q (q) ,AeA ∈ A (A)}
Q (q1 × q2) = {
(
q
1
× q
2
)e1∧e2 | qe1
1
∈ Q (q1) ,qe22 ∈ Q (q2)}
Q (q1 Zθ q2) = {
(
q
1
Zθ q2
)e1∧e2∧eθ | qe1
1
∈ Q (q1) ,qe22 ∈ Q (q2)
,θ eθ ∈ C (θ )}
Q (e ⟨q1,q2⟩) = {qe∧e11 | q
e1
1
∈ Q (q1)} ∪ {q¬e∧e22 | q
e2
2
∈ Q (q2)}
Q (q1 ◦ q2) = {
(
q
1
◦ q
2
)e1∧e2 | qe1
1
∈ Q (q1) ,qe22 ∈ Q (q2)}
Figure 4: Grouping of v-queries. C (θ ) and A (A) indi-
cate the grouping of v-conditions and variational at-
tribute lists, respectively. They both follow the defini-
tion provided in § 6.1.2.
Figure 5 defines VRA’s typing relation as a set of inference
rules assigning types to queries. The type of a query is an
annotated variational set of attributes. The set of attributes
are produced by running the query and their presence con-
ditions determine for what variants they are valid which
vary from the original presence conditions of attributes and
tables encoded in the VDB due to variability constraints im-
posed by the query. The presence condition of the entire set
determines the condition under which the entire table (i.e.,
attributes and tuples) are valid. Note that it is essential to
consider the type of a query an annotate variational set to
account for the presence condition of the entire table. If we
consider the type of a query a variational attribute set we
lose information (i.e., the condition under which tuples are
valid). To capture the variability encoded in a query, we keep
and refine a feature expression, called a variation context and
denoted by e , while type checking and running v-queries.
The variation context is first initiated by the feature model
of the v-schema.
VRA’s typing relation, as defined in Figure 5, has the judge-
ment form e, S ⊢ q : Ae ′ . This represents that in variation
context e within v-schema S , variational query q has type
Ae
′ . If a query does not have a type, it is ill-typed. The rule
Relation-E states that, in variation context e with underlying
variational schema S , assuming that 1) S contains the relation
r with presence condition e ′ and variational attribute set A
and 2) there exists a valid variant in the intersection of vari-
ation context e and r ’s presence condition e ′, i.e., sat (e ∧ e ′),
then query r has type A annotated with e ∧ e ′.
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V-queries typing rules:
Relation-E
r (A)e ′ ∈ S sat (e ∧ e ′)
e, S ⊢ r : Ae∧e ′
Project-E
e, S ⊢ q : A′e ′ Ae ≺ A′e ′
e, S ⊢ πAq :
(
Ae ∩A′)e ′
Select-E
e, S ⊢ q : Ae ′ e,Ae ′ ⊢ θ
e, S ⊢ σθq : Ae
′
Choice-E
e ∧ e ′, S ⊢ q1 : Ae11 e ∧ ¬e ′, S ⊢ q2 : Ae22
e, S ⊢ e ′⟨q1,q2⟩ :
(
Ae11 ∪Ae22
)e1∨e2
Product-E
e, S ⊢ q1 : Ae11 e, S ⊢ q2 : Ae22 Ae11 ∩Ae22 = {}
e, S ⊢ q1 × q2 : (A1 ∪A2)e1∧e2
SetOp-E
e, S ⊢ q1 : Ae11 e, S ⊢ q2 : Ae22 Ae11 ≡ Ae22
e, S ⊢ q1 ◦ q2 : Ae11
V-condition typing rules (b: boolean tag, a: plain
attribute, k: constant value):
Conjunction-C
e,A ⊢ θ1 e,A ⊢ θ2
e,A ⊢ θ1 ∧ θ2
Disjunction-C
e,A ⊢ θ1 e,A ⊢ θ2
e,A ⊢ θ1 ∨ θ2
Choice-C
e ∧ e ′,A ⊢ θ1 e ∧ ¬e ′,A ⊢ θ2
e,A ⊢ e ′⟨θ1,θ2⟩
Neg-C
e,A ⊢ θ
e,A ⊢ ¬θ
AttOptVal-C
ae
′ ∈ A taut (e ′ → e ) k ∈ domI (a)
e,A ⊢ a • k
Boolean-C
e,A ⊢ b
AttOptAtt-C
a1
e1 ∈ A a2e2 ∈ A
taut (e1 → e) taut (e2 → e) type (a1) = type (a2)
e,A ⊢ a1 • a2
Figure 5: VRA and v-condition typing relation. The
typing rule of a join query is the combination of rules
Select-E and Product-E.
The rule Project-E states that, in variation context e within
v-schema S , assuming that the subquery q has typeA′e ′ , vari-
ational query πAq has type (Ae ∩A′)e ′ , if A′e ′ subsumes the
variational attribute set A constrained (annotated) with vari-
ational context e , i.e., Ae . The subsumption, defined in Defi-
nition 3.4, ensures that the subquery q includes all attributes
in the projected attribute set and attributes’ presence condi-
tions do not contradict each other. Returning the intersection
of types, defined in Definition 3.2, filters both attributes and
their presence conditions.
Example 5.4. Consider Example 5.1. q1 and q2 represent
the same information need and have the same type: 1) The
subquery empbio has the type: A = {empno, sex, birthdate,
nameV4 ,firstnameV5 , lastnameV5 }V3∨V4∨V5 , in variational con-
textV3∨V4∨V5 within schema S2. 2) Both projected attribute
lists ofq1 andq2, i.e., {empno¬V3 , nameV4 ,firstnameV5 , lastnameV5 }
and {empno¬V3 , nameV4 ,firstnameV5 , lastnameV5 }, respectively,
are subsumed by A because A contains all elements of pro-
jected lists and the conjunction of presence conditions from
A and the projected list are satisfiable. 3) The intersection of
both projected attribute lists of q1 and q2 with A is:
{empno¬V3 , nameV4 ,firstnameV5 , lastnameV5 }V3∨V4∨V5 .
The rule Select-E states that, in variation context e within
v-schema S , assuming that the subquery q has type Ae ′ , the
v-query σθq has type Ae
′ , if the variational condition θ is
well-formed w.r.t. variation context e and type Ae ′ , denoted
by v-condition’s typing relation e,Ae ′ ⊢ θ . Note that in vari-
ational condition typing rules, the presence condition of the
query type is applied to the variational attribute set, thus,
they have the form e,A ⊢ θ instead of e,Ae ′ ⊢ θ . The rules
state that attributes used in a variational condition must be
valid in A and attribute’s presence condition e ′ in type A
must be more specific than the variation context e , denoted
by taut (e ′ → e), since A is the exact type and specification
of the subquery within a selection query which is at least as
specific as the variation context under which the selection
query is written. They also check the constraints of tradi-
tional relational databases, such as the type of two compared
attributes must be the same.
The rule Choice-E states that, in variation context e within
v-schema S , the type of a choice of two subqueries is the
union of types, defined in Definition 3.1, of its subqueries an-
notated with the disjunction of their presence conditions. A
choice query is well-typed iff both of its subqueries q1 and q2
are well-typed. Note that we do not simplify
(
Ae11 ∪Ae22
)e1∨e2
toAe11 ∪Ae22 because we need to know the presence condition
of the entire type, i.e., e1 ∨ e2, to know the condition under
which tuples are valid4.
The rule Product-E states that the type of a product query
in variation context e is the union of the type of its subqueries
annotated with the conjunction of their presence conditions,
assuming that they are disjoint. Note that
(
Ae11 ∪Ae22
)e1∧e2 ≡
Ae1∧e21 ∪Ae1∧e22 ≡ (A1 ∪A2)e1∧e2 .
4The simplification holds because
(
Ae11 ∪ Ae22
)e1∨e2 ≡ Ae1∧(e1∨e2)1 ∪
Ae2∧(e1∨e2)2 ≡ Ae11 ∪ Ae22
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The rule SetOp-E denotes the typing rule for set operation
queries such as union and difference. It states that, if the
subqueries q1 and q2 have types Ae11 and A
e2
2 , respectively, in
variation context e , then the variational query of their set
operation has typeAe11 , iffA
e1
1 andA
e2
2 are equivalent. The type
equivalence is v-set equivalence, defined in Definition 3.3,
for v-sets of attributes.
Variation-preserving property: VRA’s type system is
variation-preserving, i.e., the type system takes a v-query and
produces correspondingly variational attribute set (the type
of a v-query) w.r.t. the underlying v-schema.
q Ae
q A
type
J·Kc J·Kc
type
Assume type(q) indicates the type of v-
queryq while type(q) indicates the type
of relational query q. Simply put, the re-
lational type of the configured v-query
q with configuration c , i.e.,AJtype(q)Kc ,
must be the same as the configured vari-
ational type of the v-query q with con-
figuration c , i.e., type(QJqKc ). As shown
in the diagram, taking either path of 1) configuring q first
and then getting the relational type of it and 2) getting the
variational type of q first and then configuring it results in
the same set of attributes. Variation-preserving property of
VRA’s type system and RA’s type safety implies that VRA’s
type system is also type safe.
5.3 Variation Minimization
VRA is flexible since an information need can be represented
viamultiple v-queries as demonstrated in Example 5.1 and Ex-
ample 5.2. It allows users to incorporate their personal taste
and task requirements into v-queries they write by having
different levels of variation. For example, consider the query
q1 = πempno¬V3,nameV4,firstnameV5, lastnameV5 empbio from Exam-
ple 5.1. To be explicit about the exact query that will be run
for each variant and knowing that pc (empbio) = V3∨V4∨V5,
the user can lift up the variation and rewrite the query as
q′1 = V4⟨πempno,nameempbio,V5⟨πempno,firstname, lastnameempbio, ε⟩⟩.
While q1 contains less redundancy q′1 is more comprehensi-
ble. Supporting multiple levels of variation creates a tension
between reducing redundancy and maintaining comprehensi-
bility.
We define variation minimization rules and include inter-
esting ones in § 5.3. Pushing in variation (feature expressions)
into a query, i.e., applying rules left-to-right, reduces redun-
dancy and improves performance while lifting them up, i.e.,
applying rules right-to-left, makes a query more understand-
able. When applied left-to-right, the rules are terminating
since the scope of variation always gets smaller.
Choice Distributive Rules:
e ⟨πA1q1,πA2q2⟩ ≡ πAe1 ,A¬e2 e ⟨q1,q2⟩
e ⟨σθ1q1,σθ2q2⟩ ≡ σe ⟨θ1,θ2 ⟩e ⟨q1,q2⟩
e ⟨q1 × q2,q3 × q4⟩ ≡ e ⟨q1,q3⟩ × e ⟨q2,q4⟩
e ⟨q1 Zθ1 q2,q3 Zθ2 q4⟩ ≡ e ⟨q1,q3⟩ Ze ⟨θ1,θ2 ⟩ e ⟨q2,q4⟩
e ⟨q1 ◦ q2,q3 ◦ q4⟩ ≡ e ⟨q1,q3⟩ ◦ e ⟨q2,q4⟩
CC and RA Optimization Rules Combined:
e ⟨σθ1∧θ2q1,σθ1∧θ3q2⟩ ≡ σθ1∧e ⟨θ2,θ3 ⟩e ⟨q1,q2⟩
σθ1e ⟨σθ2q1,σθ3q2⟩ ≡ σθ1∧e ⟨θ2,θ3 ⟩e ⟨q1,q2⟩
e ⟨q1 Zθ1∧θ2 q2,q3 Zθ1∧θ3 q4⟩ ≡ σe ⟨θ2,θ3 ⟩
(
e ⟨q1,q3⟩ Zθ1 e ⟨q2,q4⟩
)
Figure 6: Some of variation minimization rules.
6 VDBMS IMPLEMENTATION
To interact with VDBs using v-queries, we implement Vari-
ational Database Management System (VDBMS). VDBMS is
extensibly implemented in Haskell s.t. it can sit on top of
any DBMS that the user desires and the VDB is stored at.
To acquire an extensible system we implement a shared in-
terface for connecting to and inquiring information from a
DBMS and instantiate it for different database engines such
as PostgreSQL and MySQL.
Figure 7 shows the architecture of VDBMS and its modules.
For now, we assume a VDB and its v-schema are generated
by an expert and stored in a DBMS. Later, we discuss gen-
erating VDBs in § 7.1. A VDB can be configured to its pure
relational database variants, if desired by a user, by provid-
ing the configuration of the desired variant, elucidated in
Appendix C. For example, a SPL developer configures a VDB
to produce software and its database for a client.
Given a VDB and its v-schema, a user inputs v-query q
to VDBMS. First, q is type-checked by the VRA type system
introduced in § 5.2. If it is well-typed, to ensure variation-
preserving property throughout the flow of v-query in the
system, the v-schema is pushed onto the v-query by conjunct-
ing attributes annotations with their presence conditions
from the v-schema. Example 6.1 elucidates the role of the
push v-schema onto the v-query. It is then passed to the vari-
ation minimization module, introduced in § 5.3, to minimize
the variation of q and apply relational algebra optimization
rules. If it is ill-typed, the user gets errors explaining what
part of the query did not conform to the v-schema. To gener-
ate runnable queries w.r.t. the underlying DBMS, we pass the
minimized query q′ to the translate to RA module that pro-
vides two approaches (grouping and configuring, explained
in § 6.1.1 and § 6.1.2, respectively) to generate RA queries.
The generated queries are then sent to the SQL generator
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Figure 7: VDBMS architecture. The dotted double-line
from v-query to pushing v-schema module indicates
the dependency of passing the v-query to this module
only if it is well-typed. The dashed gray arrows with
diamond heads demonstrate an option for the flow of
inputs. The blue filled arrows track the data flow, the
green hollow arrows indicate an input to a module.
module which generates SQL queries in various ways from
the relational algebra queries, explained in § 6.2.
Example 6.1. Consider the v-queryq5 given in Example 5.3.
It is well-typed because it has the typeA = {a1f1 ,a2f1∧f2 ,a3f2 }.
ConfiguringA for the variant that both f1 and f2 are disabled
results in an empty attribute set. However, the type of its
configured query for this variant, i.e., QJq5K{ } , is the at-
tribute set {a1}. This violates the variation-preserving prop-
erty. A similar problem happens for the variant of { f2},
i.e., type
(
QJq5K{f2 } ) = {a1,a3} , {a3} = AJtype (q5)K{f2 } .
We can restrict VRA’s type system to enforce users to in-
corporate the v-schema into their queries, e.g., q5 becomes
q′5 = πa1f1,a2f1∧f2,a3f2 r . However, one of the purposes of our
type system is to relieve the users from having to encode the
VDB’s variability into their queries. To avoid this violation
without requiring users to repeat VDB’s variability in their
queries, after type checking a query we push the v-schema
onto the v-query, e.g., doing so for q5 results in q′5.
Having generated SQL queries, we now run them over the
underlying VDB (stored in a DBMS desired by the user). The
result could be either a v-table or a list of v-tables, depending
on the approach chosen in the translator to RA and SQL
generator modules. The v-table(s) is passed to the v-table
builder to create one v-table that filters out duplicate or in-
valid tuples and shrinks presence conditions and eventually,
returns the final v-table to the user.
6.1 Implementing A Variational Entity
Recognizing that all entities in VDBMS including tables,
schemas, VDBs, and queries are variational, we implement
the variational shared interface to consists of all methods
that variational objects share. As illustrated through § 4 and
§ 5.1.1, a variational object has two main methods: 1) config-
ure: given a variational object and a configuration returns
the non-variational object variant, i.e., configure is a function
XJ.Kc : O → C → O and 2) group: given a variational object
returns groups of annotated non-variational objects with a
feature expression where the feature expression describes
the group of configurations where the object is present, i.e.,
group is a function G (.) : O → ÜO. Remember, annotated
objects are still variational, however, the group method re-
moves any kinds of variability in a variational object and
re-introduces variability only by annotating non-variational
objects. Examples of configuring and grouping v-queries are
given in § 5.1.1.
6.1.1 Configuring A Variational Entity. Conceptually, a vari-
ational entity represents many different non-variational enti-
ties that can be obtained by configuration, as shown already
for v-schema, VDB, and v-query. Hence, we define the con-
figure method for all instances of the variational interface.
6.1.2 Grouping A Variational Entity. In essence, while con-
figuring a variational entity may generate duplicate non-
variational entities, grouping a variational entity gathers the
unique non-variational entities and annotates them with a
feature expression that represent the group of configurations
where the non-variational entity is the result of configuring
the variational entity with that configuration, i.e., it moves
the variation to the top level of a variational entity. Hence,
a variational entity x can be grouped into multiple non-
variational entities annotated with a feature expression e ,
where e represents the set (group) of configurations C s.t.
∀c ∈ C : EJeKc = true. Thus, we define the groupmethod for
the variational interface and formulate it for the variational
entity x as: G (x) = {xe | ∀c ∈ C : EJeKc = true,XJxKc =
x}. As the formulation of grouping indicates, we can gener-
ate the group method for a variational entity once we have
instantiated its configure method, i.e., grouping is the ex-
tensional view of the configuration method. However, this
would be rather slow, hence, we define the groupmethods for
individual instances of the variational interface in a more op-
timized manner. E.g., Figure 4 defines grouping of v-queries
and § 5.1.1 provides an example of it.
6.2 SQL Generator
Independent from the approach used to translate a v-query
to a list of RA queries, to run the v-query on the underlying
VDB we need to generate SQL queries from RA queries. The
SQL generator module achieves this by implementing two
approaches: 1) generate an SQL query per RA query which is
rather a straight forward translation and 2) generate an SQL
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query per a set of RA queries that requires generating a uni-
fied variational attribute set for all the RA queries, adjusting
the projected attributes for each RA query to conform to the
unified variational attribute set by nullifying the attributes
that do not exist in the original RA query, and then unioning
all the generated SQL queries resulting in one SQL query.
SQL queries are generated w.r.t. SQL engine’s type system,
e.g., a generated query has renaming for derived subqueries
even if the RA query does not. For performance purposes,
we use common table expressions (CTEs) to store temporary
result and reuse them in generated SQL queries.
7 EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss two real world use cases of vari-
ational databases: 1) Enron email use case from SPL and 2)
employee use case from schema evolution) We explain how
we generated their VDBs and the set of v-queries we used
for our experiments. We then state different approaches that
VDBMS provides for evaluating a v-query and the result of
our experiments in § 7.3. We finally conclude this section by
a comprehensive discussion on benefits and shortcomings
of VDBMS compared to current practices.
7.1 Generating VDB
As mentioned in § 6, VDBs are the input of VDBMS and since
there are no tools to generate them, we manually generated
the Enron email and employee VDBs from their two real
world database variants.
Enron email VDB:
Employee VDB:
7.2 Experimental Queries
For performance purposes, we define two factors: 1) number
of variants, the number of relational queries created from
configuring a v-query and 2) number of variations, the num-
ber of relational queries created from grouping a v-query.
To evaluate VDBMS using our two use cases, we consider a
comprehensive set of queries for each VDB.
Enron email query set:
Employee query set:
7.3 Approaches and Experiments
There are four different SQL queries generated from an input
set of RA queries by combining the approaches and opti-
mizations. We use different generators to simulate current
approaches used to manage variability within a context as
well as comparing these methods with each other. The gener-
ated SQL queries need to be independent from the underlying
DBMS that stores the VDB. Hence, the SQL generator mod-
ule has a submodule that prints generated SQL queries for
each DBMS engine.
7.4 Discussion
8 RELATEDWORK
We now survey works that address some kinds of variability
in databases.
Variational Research:
Schema Evolution:
Database Versioning:
SPL and SPL evolution:
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A FEATURE EXPRESSION
Semantics of feature expressions:
EJ.K : E → C → B
EJbKc = b
EJf Kc = c f
EJ¬f Kc = ¬EJf Kc
EJe1 ∧ e2Kc = EJe1Kc ∧ EJe2Kc
EJe1 ∨ e2Kc = EJe1Kc ∨ EJe2Kc
Functions over feature expressions:
sat, taut : E → B
sat (e) = true iff ∃c ∈ C : EJeKc = true
taut (e) = true iff ∀c ∈ C : EJeKc = true
Figure 8: Feature expression evaluation and functions.
B V-CONDITION CONFIGURATION
CJ.K : Θ → C → Θ
CJbKc = b
CJa • kKc = a • k
CJa1 • a2Kc = a1 • a2
CJ¬θKc = ¬CJθKc
CJθ1 ∨ θ2Kc = CJθ1Kc ∨ CJθ2Kc
CJθ1 ∧ θ2Kc = CJθ1Kc ∧ CJθ2Kc
CJe ⟨θ1,θ2⟩Kc = {CJθ1Kc , if EJeKc = true
CJθ2Kc , otherwise
Figure 9: Configuration semantics of v-conditions
which assumes v-conditions are well-typed.
C CONFIGURE VDB
To acquire a specific variant of a VDB instance, as illustrated
in the bottom of Figure 7 and also known as VDB deploy-
ment in the context of SPL [3], we define the configuration
semantics of VDB instances. To configure a VDB instance,
we configure its v-schema and v-tables, introduced in Ap-
pendix C.1 and Appendix C.2, respectively.
C.1 Configure V-Schema
To configure a VDB, its v-schema needs to be configured
as well. V-schema configuration is a function that takes a v-
schema and a configuration and it returns the plain relational
schema variant corresponding to the configuration. Figure 10
defines the configuration semantics for v-schema and its
elements, including variational attribute list and relation
schemas.
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Variational Attribute Set Configuration:
AJ.K : A → C → A
AJaeKc = {a, if EJe ∧ pc (rel (a))Kc = true
ε, otherwise
AJae ,AKc =AJaeKc ,AJAKc
AJεKc =ε
V-Relation Configuration:
RJ.K : S → C → S
RJr (A)eKc = {r (AJAKc ) , if EJeKc = true
ε, otherwise
V-Schema Configuration:
SJ.K : S → C → S
SJ{r1 (A1)e1 , . . . , rn (An)en }mKc
=
{
{RJr1 (A1)e1∧mKc , . . . ,RJrn (An)en∧mKc }, if EJmKc = true
{ }, otherwise
Figure 10: Configuration of variational set of at-
tributes, v-relations, and v-schema. ε denotes both
an empty variational set of attributes and a non-
existence relation. Note that the feature model and
relation presence condition are passed all the way to
attributes due to the hierarchal structure of presence
conditions within a v-schema.
C.2 Configure V-Table
To configure a VDB, its content, i.e., tables, need to be config-
ured too. The relation schemas of tables have been configured
by the configuration of v-schema, hence, the configuration
of v-table needs to only configure tuples. I.e., v-table con-
figuration already knows the schema of the relation (i.e., its
attributes), hence, it does not need to check if a value should
be included or not. Figure 11 defines v-table configuration
semantics.
V-Tuple Configuration:
UJ.K : U → C → U
UJ(v1, . . . ,vk , eu )Kc = (VJv1Kc , . . . ,VJvk Kc )
where ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k : VJviKc = {vi , if EJpc (att (vi )) ∧ euKc = true
ε, otherwise
V-Table Configuration:
TJ.K : R → C → R
TJ{u1, . . . ,un}Kc = {UJu1Kc , . . . ,UJunKc }
VDB Instance Configuration:
IJ.K : I → C → I
IJ{U1, . . . ,Ul }mKc = {TJU1Kc , . . . ,TJUl Kc }
Figure 11: V-tuple, v-table, and VDB instance configu-
ration. ε denotes a non-existence value.
